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Introducing Python Basics for Cloud Network Engineers 3.0 is a 5-day
hands-on course that focuses on the interoperability of Python
programming with Networking to prepare the Next Generation Engineers
for Software Defined Networking. This class is designed for Network
Engineers and Operators looking to add necessary programming skills in
preparation for Network Appliances or Cloud Technologies. Amazon Web
Services is the focus of the class due to its excellent API interaction and
documentation layout, which should provide a useful approach when
applying to other technologies. The course builds on the Python skills
learned in the course by combining with a skillset of data extraction and
cleaning. The intent of these skills are to explore, perform and combine
with Analysis to find meaning to your data. This course is a MUST for a
Network or Cloud Engineer in this age of fast growing Big Data Market.
Click Here to View Course Online and Enroll

Who hould Attend
Network Administrators
Network Engineers
Network Operations Technicians
Students interested in learning about automation

Coure Ojective
Understand and describe basic and advanced Python terminologies
Identify Python script errors and correct
Query and reconfigure networking devices using Python scripts
Extract and Clean data for use in Analysis and Troubleshooting in Operations
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This lesson describes foundational terminology within
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Network Operations Technicians
Students interested in learning about automation

Coure Ojective
Understand and describe basic and advanced Python terminologies
Identify Python script errors and correct
Query and reconfigure networking devices using Python scripts
Extract and Clean data for use in Analysis and Troubleshooting in Operations

Agenda
1 - INTRODUCTION

3 - FUNCTION AND CLA

This lesson describes foundational terminology within

This lesson will begin to apply the Python

Python. Upon completing this lesson, the student will

programming language to execute basic networking

be able to know which tools to use in order to run and

tasks. Upon completing this lesson, the student will be

test python code.

able to apply the constructs in the previous lessons to
execute reading and writing to file tasks.

2 - AIC CONTRUCT
This lesson describes 5 of the basic data types used in

4 - AIC CRIPT LAYOUT RVIW AND TIP

python. Upon completing this lesson, the student will

This lesson will put it all together by reviewing all of

be able to explain strings, integers, tuples, lists and

the learned data types in the course and framing them

dictionaries.

in a usable and repeatable form of writing your first
Python script with good practice and form.
5 - WORKING WITH FIL AND AIC DATA XTRACTION
This lesson will deal with reading and writing to files,
Regular Expressions , XML and JSON. Upon completing
this lesson, the student will be able populate and
extract data to and from files.
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